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Who is behind it?
Artistic Director and author of The Copla Musical, Alejandro Postigo is a theatre pracAuthor
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been developed through years of research, inspired by traditional
Spanish Copla (folk) songs, which are rarely performed outside of
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Copla Musical has been seen in London, York and
Lighting is flexible: general wash and gels and gobo, birdies, booms + profiles,
will reach the USA in 2016.

Technical resources

general cover (front/ back + specials), spot or an iris depending on availability.
Piano or keyboard
Lighting is flexible: general wash and gels and gobo, birdies, booms + profiles,
general cover (front/ back + specials), spot or an iris depending on availability.

Technical resources
Lights
Set
The company brings all props and costumes
but requires the following items of furniture
(as close as possible):
- Armchair/ sofa-chair
- Small table
- Desk and chair
- Standing mirror
- Stools and boxes to sit on.

Standard rig that allows general cover (front/ back + a few filters and specials).
Also, depending on availability
- A spot or an iris
- 2-3 asymmetric 500w flood to be positioned in the floor
- An way to timidly light the audience
- A projector

A Piano or keyboard

Research - Lecturing
This show explores the connections among history, performance, memory and archival
materials. As a complement to the performance, author and researcher Alejandro Postigo
offers an informative and dynamic Q&A or lecture that can address the following topics:
-

Intercultural exchanges and cultural identification in musical theatre
Historical contexts: Copla, the Spanish Civil War and the Second World War
Queer and political symbols encoded in art-forms
PaR: engaging productively and critically with ‘Practice as Research’ in theatre
Copla as an archival object that connects past and present cultural identities.

“Glamorous, racy and authentic;
engaging, fun and informative.”

“Translating Copla into English
makes this show unique and
appealing to all type of audiences.”

“I was moved by this idea of being
torn between the country of roots
and the country of hopes and trying
to create a home that embraces
elements of both.”

“It is surprisingly exciting and
endearing to hear something so
traditional in a foreign language and
still feel so authentic.”

“A passionate and multilayered
tale of identity and freedom”

“Such a dramatic, atmospheric
and moving story”
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Contact details

HisPanic Breakdown Theatre Company– The Copla Musical
Alejandro Postigo – Artistic Director
Flat 23, 177 Finchley Road, London NW3 6LG
thecoplamusical@gmail.com
+447500860955

Tap into the fiery passions of your inner Spaniard,
get involved, get excited, and get in touch:
www.thecoplamusical.com

Contact details

